Banach space dual of A [9, p. 236] . There exists a central projection zeA** which is the supremum of all the minimal projections in A** [3, p. 278] . Set M^zA**.
The minimal projections of M are in one to one correspondence with the maximal left ideals of A [3, p. 280 and 9, p. 48] , so that we can define a structure on this set of minimal projections instead of directly on the maximal left ideals. Naturally the first thing we "build" is the algebra M. We then single out a class L of projections in M as the g-open projections as follows. First note that we can consider AczM since AczA** and A-*zA is a ^-isomorphism [9, p. 39 
This is a restatement of Gelfand's theorem since a function is continuous if and only if its inverse images of open sets are open.
We may now state an identical theorem for the non-abelian case. The proof follows immediately from the addendum to [4] This theorem says that we may reconstruct A from its set of maximal left ideals together with the above defined structure. As a corollary we note that if two algebras A ι and A 2 have "isomorphic structures" then they are isomorphic. This paper extends these results to C*-algebras without unit with appropriate modifications suggested by the abelian case. A number of other " topological" results are proved, and counter-examples are given to close off several tempting avenues of approach.
To complete our terminology, we shall assume from now on that A is a C*-algebra which may not have a unit. The above discussion still applies to get zeA** and we set ikf=2A**. Identify A and zAczM and call M the pure state g-space of A. (The terminology is lifted from [11] .) We have already defined g-open projections in M, and their complements (in M) are called g-closed. A will denote the algebra A with unit adjoined as in [9, p. 7] . Note that A is a closed two-sided ideal in A of co-dimension one. Thus A* = A*0{λ/co}, where /«, is the unique pure state of A which vanishes on A. Also the pure state g-space M of A is: M = j|f0 {λloo}, with /oo(l~) = 1. In view of Theorem 11.17 of [3] There are a number of conditions equivalent to compactness for a set in a locally compact Hausdorff space. It would be desirable to show that many of them can be extended to equivalent conditions for g-compactness. The most desirable such condition would be: Conjecture Π.2. A regular [10, p. 408] projection peM is compact if for every family {p a } of g-closed projections such that the family {p a Λp} has the finite intersection property, then p f\ AaPa^O.
We shall prove this for certain p in Theorem II.6. The conjecture is false without the assumption of regularity (see Example IV.5). Proof. Proof. Suppose p satisfies the intersection condition of Conjecture Π.2. We need only show p is g-closed since lei. If it is not g-closed, let p be its closure [3, II. 11] and let q ^ p -p be a minimal projection. As in [1] there exists a strictly positive element α 0 in {a e A: aq = qa = 0} = I, so we let p n be the spectral projection of a 0 corresponding to the interval [0, 1/n]. Since AnPnAp = 0, there is some n 0 with p nQ p = 0 by hypothesis. Since p is central, the spectral projection x of a Q corresponding to [l/n 0 , &o) is g-closed and x £> p. This contradicts xq = 0 and q <£ p. THEOREM II.7. // p is q-compact, then p satisfies the intersection condition of Conjecture Π.2.
Proof. Since p is also g-closed in M by Lemma II.4, the theorem follows from [3, 11.10] M. If A were an abelian C*-algebra of functions containing the constants and separating the points of the topological space Ω, then A consists of all continuous functions on Ω if and only if Ω is compact. Following [11] we define a g-space to be an atomic TF*-algebra. In [7] Dixmier introduces the ideal center of a C*-algebra which is a C *-subalgebra of ikf (A) containing A. Dixmier constructs it in A** but Lemma III.5 assures us the idea carries over to M as well. We can characterize it in the obvious way. Proof. We need to show that if d is central in ikf and p-continuous and a e A, then da e A. Clearly we need only consider d, a ^ 0 and \\d\\ -\\a\\ = 1. For λ > 0, the spectral projection p of (da) corresponding to the interval [λ, oo) is less than or equal to the spectral projection of a corresponding to [λ, oo) which is g-compact since ae A. By III.3 we need only show ad is g-continuous.
To show that (ad) is g-continuous, let (a, 0) be an open interval and consider a and d as real functions on σ(ad) (the spectrum of ad). IV* Assorted results and examples* One interesting question is: What are all the different C*-algebras which have a factor for their pure state p-space? If M is countably decomposable, then the question was answered in [13] where it was shown that the C*-algebra must consist of exactly the compact operators in M (i.e., the C*-algebra generated by the minimal projections). We can slightly extend this result.
Then let t o e K = {t: a(t)d(t) e (a

THEOREM I V.I. Suppose M is a factor. Then A consists of exactly the compact operators in M if any q-open projection p is countably decomposable.
Proof. Let A o = {a e A: ap = pa =a}. Then the pure state g-space Mo of A o is pMp. By [13] A Q consists of the compact operators in pMp. Thus A contains all the compact operators in M by [9, p.85] . But if A is strictly larger than the compact operators, then they form an ideal in A, so A has at least two inequivalent irreducible representations. This contradicts the assumption that M is a factor. Proof. It ψ exists, the continuity is automatic for φ, hence for φ. The converse follows immediately from [14, p. 3 of appendix] .
